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Guest Editorial
Industrial Wireless Networks: Applications,

Challenges, and Future Directions

W ITH THE rapid advance of wireless technologies,
numerous emerging solutions and applications of

industrial wireless systems have been developed. The present
development of communication in industrial environments
drives the need for ubiquitous access to distributed resources
and services that are connected to things, devices, and sys-
tems. Service completions are typically perfected through smart
APPS on wireless data delivery, such as WiFi, Bluetooth,
ZigBee, and 5G. The occurrence of Internet of Things (IoT)
further catalyzes the advent of the wireless era. IoT aims at
connecting all objects within the network and integrating them
in a huge community. At this point, more and more emerging
applications are under progress. However, the expansion and
growth of wireless systems also inherit critical challenges. The
challenges extend to many areas, key challenges include sys-
tem reliability, leakage gas detection for public safety, security,
energy efficiency, massive data gathering, energy harvesting
long-range radio frequency identification (RFID) system, and
robotic node localization. It is not uncommon that industrial
environments are hostile to radio wave propagation, thus caus-
ing high uncertainties in data delivery. It is estimated that the
huge population of wireless devices may reach seven trillion by
2020 [1]. Thus, it is necessary to enhance the current industrial
wireless network and develop more advanced robust techniques
to overcome the existing challenges.

Recently, numerous novel and prospective developments of
industrial wireless network have been implemented on numer-
ous applications such as healthcare, logistics, manufacturing
process, home automation, and smart grid. For instance, in the
development of healthcare, remote patient monitoring using
ZigBee networks was proposed, which provided a real-time
protection to the public, thus saving expenses by more than $45
billion [1]. A new development on high-traffics smart meter-
ing supports the demand response application of smart grid [2].
Recent research demonstrates that the applications operate well
in wireless systems and the offered services are alternated to be
fully automated. The ultimate goal of the industrial applications
is to provide the high-quality, efficient, safe, and sustainable
living, and working environments to the public.

The aforementioned captioned that industrial wireless net-
works are facing various critical challenges [3]. These chal-
lenges mainly come from a large amount of connected devices
with data transmission at extreme conditions such as dust, elec-
tromagnetic interference, and heat, thus causing uncertainty
in industrial environment [4]. In [3], the major challenges of
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large-scale industrial wireless network are summarized as fol-
lows: safety, reliability, security, and energy consumption. Each
challenge is a huge topic and sometimes the challenge may
coexist with other challenges. Hence, it is observed that the
comprehensive models addressing various challenges concur-
rently are more frequent to be found in the recent research
studies.

The tremendous population growth of wireless devices will
increase the loadings to the existing industrial systems. The
enhancement of the wireless network performance is one of
the future directions of industrial wireless networks. On the
other hand, the ever increasing number of wireless sensors
will facilitate the developments of various control schemes and
applications. In particular, with the aid of diverse sensed data,
full automation can be realized using broad control scheme.
Gaining the insight from smart city development, fully auto-
mated wireless systems will be another key future direction.

Considering all these aspects, the Guest Editors have the
pleasure to introduce the Special Session entitled “Industrial
Wireless Networks—Applications, Challenges, and Future
Directions” of the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INDUSTRIAL

INFORMATICS. The selected six high-quality contributions
cover the comprehensive solutions of wireless network
developments, industrial applications, and wireless prototype
designs.

The fundamental and important issue of system reliability
in industrial environment was discussed and analyzed in the
opening paper of this Special Section [5]. System reliability is
one of the most critical issues in an industrial system in order
to provide an efficient, safe, and productive operation. In [5],
the generic heuristic algorithm of end-to-end reliability-aware
scheduling (SchedEx) guarantees user-defined reliability and
achieve scalable wireless sensor network (WSN) with small
computation effort. Reliability is difficult to be evaluated or
computed with exact value because the model normally requires
a huge amount of data and deals with multiple uncertainties. It
is the belief of the Guest Editors that guaranteeing reliability
bounds is practical and important in industrial wireless envi-
ronments, especially for large-scale projects. In some critical
applications, reliability guarantee is ranked as the first priority.
For instance, in healthcare application, a serious consequence
will be resulted if the system reliability cannot reach a ded-
icated level. Besides, from the economy point of view, high
reliability will demand less expenditure as a result of a stable
production rate.

The second paper of the Special Session is contributed by
a future explosive gas sensor design in which a wireless gas
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leak detection and localization solution was developed [6]. The
development inspired a superior direction of the applications on
industrial safety. In industrial environments, applications such
as gas leakage detection and localization are crucial. An accu-
rate identification of gas leakage as well as the faulty location
will protect workers from risks. In addition, such a development
reduces the expenditures of industrial injuries, thus rendering a
huge contribution to the public safety. It is believed that massive
data transmission handling of the sensors will be one of the key
future research directions in industry wireless development.

The ever increasing number of wireless connections demands
a serious consideration of security. In industrial environments,
the introduction of environmental noises such as metallic fric-
tions and engine vibrations renders the wireless interference
and fading fluctuate drastically, resulting in a degradation of the
secrecy capacity. This security-related issue has been addressed
by the third paper of the Special Session [7]. In [7], an optimal
sensor scheduling scheme has been developed to protect wire-
less transmission against the eavesdropping attack in a hostile
industrial environment. The paper contributes a vision on mod-
eling and enhancing security in wireless industrial environment
with a full-scale analysis. Based on the analysis, key parameters
such as electromagnetic interferences, multipath propagations,
coexistence between different wireless protocols and quality of
service should be considered in the future research direction.

Data gathering is an essential process for industrial WSN.
The distributed battery-powered sensors transmit the stream of
the sensed data to a sink node continuously, thus presenting
a challenge on network lifetime. In essence, the sensor nodes
close to the sink nodes normally consume much more energy
as they are responsible to forward the data from other sensor
nodes. In [8], the authors proposed an analytical model to esti-
mate the entire network lifetime and determine the boundary of
energy hole in a data-gathering WSN. The traffic load, energy
consumption, and lifetime of sensor nodes during the entire
network lifetime were estimated. The developed method was
adopted in WSN routing for balancing the energy consumption
and improving the network lifetime. This development con-
tributes not only to the development of power-hungry industrial
systems, but also benefits the deployment of smart wireless
sensors in smart city developments.

In [9], an emerging solar self-powered sensor using RFID
has been developed. The energy harvesting and unidirectional
radiation pattern achieved the extension of RFID detection
range. RFID applications are usually restricted by the extreme
short-range communication. Conventional RFID tags perform
tradeoff between communication range and energy consump-
tion. Enhancing the RFID reader power can extend the detection
range but such a large power may yield potential health hazard
problem. In addition, increasing the RFID tag power demands
a larger battery size, thus defeating the lightweight purpose
of RFID tag. The contribution in [9] compromised the trade-
off practically. It will potentially facilitate a huge amount of
applications, such as electronic toll collection systems, freight
management, patient monitoring, and climate changes.

This Special Session closes with the paper of the node local-
ization in robotic sensor network for pipeline inspection [10].
There are many important robotic applications but extremely

useful applications can be found in dangerous and adverse
environments, such as disaster scenes where human cannot or
should not reach. The robotic applications improve the effi-
ciency and safety of services. Besides, full automation is one of
the ultimate goals in industrialized system, which aims at max-
imizing the production rate and minimizing the manpower and
accidental injuries. It is envisaged that a large amount of robotic
applications will be activated in the future industrial systems.
As such, node localization contributed by [10] is essential for
duty assignments and client recognitions. The node localiza-
tion can also be implemented in other WSNs, in particular, for
healthcare applications.

The Guest Editors of this Special Session would like to
inspire the readers to gain insights for future industrial wireless
network development. Such insights, in turn, facilitate readers’
and researchers’ creativity, vision, and knowledge. Finally, the
Guest Editors would like to thank all the readers interested in
this Special Session.
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